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ABSTRACT

Synergistic remote sensing of the atmosphere, combined with adaptive techniques, offers unprecedented opportu-
nities to characterise the evolution of key atmospheric features such as the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL).
Using long-duration, high-resolution, profiling observations from active and passive ground-based remote sensing
systems during the Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment–Southeast (VORTEX-SE)
2017 field campaign, an attempt is made to characterise ABL development over distinct regions that are well
known for their relatively high tornado frequency. In this study, observing systems include an S-band radar,
Vaisala CL-31 ceilometer, Doppler Wind lidar (DWL) and radiometric observations from the Collaborative Lower
Atmosphere Mobile Profiling System (CLAMPS). In this work, ABL height (ABLH) tracking over the diurnal
cycle, and – up to a point – its disambiguation over selected non-precipitating case examples, are attempted. Dif-
ferent observational sets are used, namely, radar reflectivity observations assimilated into a Kalman filter, DWL
profiles of the vertical velocity, and virtual potential temperature profiles, as well as radiosoundings and cloud-
base reference information collected during Intensive Observation Periods (IOP) carried out in VORTEX-SE,
Alabama during 2017. Limitations and advantages of each system are discussed.

Keywords: atmospheric boundary layer, S-band radar, ceilometer, Doppler lidar, adaptive filtering, estimation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The lowest layer of the atmosphere, the one most affected by interactions with the Earth’s surface, is called
the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).1 The ABL is characterised by large spatial and temporal variability.2

During fair weather days over land, the ABL behaviour is generally described by a diurnal cycle with three main
structural components:

1. The convective boundary layer (CBL), which develops during the daytime as a result of turbulence gene-
rated by solar heating of the land surface.
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2. The residual layer (RL), which forms around half an hour before local sunset as turbulence intensity decays,
maintaining residual moisture and heat character of the CBL; and

3. The stable boundary layer (SBL), which is formed by the cold air yielded in response to the surface cooling
throughout the night progress. The SBL is normally characterized by static stable air that leads to suppress
the turbulence.1,2

The Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment-Southeast (VORTEX-SE) is a project
devoted to understanding the environmental factors related to the formation and intensity of tornadoes in the
southeastern United States.3 Moreover, the experiment is designed to account for the associated societal impacts;
evaluating, for example, the optimal procedures to communicate the tornado forecast and risks to the public.3

From the meteorological point of view, one of the main objectives of the project is the intensive monitoring of the
ABL evolution with high spatio-temporal resolution, aiming to achieve a more comprehensive knowledge about
the tornadogenesis potential of the storm’s environment.4

In this study, we investigate the ABL development in VORTEX-SE domain by means of a synergistic remote
sensing approach, in which multiple independent estimates of the ABL height (ABLH) from distinct instruments
are retrieved. We use observational profiles of atmospheric reflectivity and vertical (air) velocity (VV) measured
by an S-band radar and a Doppler Wind Lidar (DWL), respectively, as well as two independent estimations of
virtual potential temperature (VPT), retrieved from the Atmospheric Emitted Radiance Interferometer (AERI)
and radiosondes (RS).

S-band radars (with wavelength 10 cm) have been used to monitor the ABL for more than forty years.5–7

They measure VV via a combination of Rayleigh and Bragg scattering. The DWL became more common in
the last two decades as wind energy industry applications spurred its evolution.8 The DWL has been applied
successfully for CBL characterization, because the VV-DWL can clearly detect turbulence within the convective
updrafts and downdrafts during convective periods.9

The AERI is a passive spectrometer that measures the downwelling infrared radiance emitted by the atmosp-
here, which is a physical parameter sensitive to the atmospheric vertical thermodynamic structure. Thus, the
AERI observational radiance is useful to retrieve profiles of temperature and humidity at relatively high temporal
resolution (about every minute).10 The RS is a standard reference instrument used to obtain information about
the state of the atmosphere, consisting of a miniaturized, expendable, balloon borne meteorological sensor packa-
ge. Historically, RS have been used since the 1930s to deliver accurate profiles of pressure, temperature, water
vapour and wind11 for operational forecasting purposes. However, each launch entails considerable expense, and
therefore the number of samples is constrained by the frequency of launches (on the order of hourly).

In this study, the different estimates of the ABLH derived from these four instruments are compared for two
different scenarios: (i) an ABL diurnal cycle on a cloud-free day, and (ii) a period characterized by low clouds.
During VORTEX-SE, RS data is usually only available for the second scenario. The present manuscript is paired
with a companion paper,12 also aimed at CBL monitoring in the context of the VORTEX-SE 2017. This study
is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the instruments and the ABLH retrieval methods, Sect. 3 presents the
two ABLH monitoring scenarios, and, Sect. 4 gives concluding remarks.

2. INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS

Next, we summarize the instruments and ABLH retrieval methods used (see Ref. 12 for details). Data were
collected during the VORTEX-SE field campaign from 10 March to 1 May 2017.4 For this campaign, the
instruments used in this study were collocated at Scottsboro, Alabama municipal airport (34.68728 ◦N, 86.00508
◦W). Two systems were deployed to monitor the ABL cycle: the University of Massachusetts S-band radar
(hereinafter UMass S-band radar),4,5 which is a transportable, vertically-pointing FMCW radar mounted on a
truck, and the Collaborative Lower Atmospheric Mobile Profiling System (CLAMPS-213), which is mobile unit
in a trailer comprising a Halo Stream Line XR DWL and the AERI v4 MP-3000A. Both systems were capable of
collecting, processing, and uploading their data in near-real time. During VORTEX-SE 2017 Intenstive Observing
Periods (IOPs), Vaisala RS-41 radiosondes were launched from Scottsboro airport at roughly hourly intervals.
A Vaisala CL31 ceilometer, collocated with the UMass S-band radar, measured cloud base height (CBH). The
main specifications of the instruments are summarized in Tab. 1.
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Taula 1. Main specifications of the instruments. (HPBW) Half Power Beam Width. (1) VAD velocity–azimuth

display scan. (2) Products retrieved from AERIoe. (3) Height-dependent spatial resolution: 10 m adjacent to
the surface and 300 m at 3 km13 (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 12).

Instrument Measured
Parameters

Pointing Wavelength Raw spatial
resolution

Raw temporal
resolution

UMass
S-band radar

Volume
reflectivity

[m−1]

3 deg
(HPBW)

10 cm
(FMCW)

5 m 16.1 s

DWL (Halo
Stream Line
XR)

Vertical air
velocity [m

s−1]

VAD(1)

Zenith
sampling

1.5 µm 26 m 3 min
1 Hz

AERI (v4
MP-3000A)

AERIoe(2):
Temperature

[oC]
Water Vapor

[g kg−1]

Vertically 3.3–18.2
µm

10–300
m(3)

5 min

2.1 Instruments and ABLH retrievals

2.1.1 Radar ABLH retrieval

The UMass S-band radar is a Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW), 2.92 GHz, pulse-compression
radar that has been used to retrieve vertical profiles of the atmospheric refractive-index since 1999. This radar
is equipped with a 250 W solid state amplifier transmitter, and two 2.4-m parabolic dish antennas, both with 34
dB gain.5 UMass S-band easily detects enhanced Bragg scatter at the turbulent interface between the CBL and
the free troposphere (FT) above.4 The ABLH was estimated from UMass S-band data by applying an extended
Kalman filter (EKF) to the sequence of “clean” reflectivity profiles, i.e., removing non-meteorological echoes
from insects, birds, and aircraft traffic in the raw radar reflectivity.14

We use the radar-EKF technique described in Ref. 15, which is also validated for lidar backscatter returns.16 In
this approach, an erf-like function parameterization models the abrupt CBL-to-FT) transition and automatically
retrieves the ABLH by tracking the inflection point of the CBL-to-FT parameterization. The EKF achieves
an optimal ABLH estimation by recursively relating the present radar reflectivity profile to past estimates of
ABLH, measurement-noise covariance, and by using a state-vector model roughly describing the time transitions
of CBL-to-FT parameterization. The EKF also provides the uncertainty of the ABLH estimated by means of an
a posteriori error covariance matrix.15 Fig. 1 shows two examples of the radar-EKF retrieval.

2.1.2 DWL ABLH retrieval

The VV profiles are retrieved by means of the Velocity–Azimuth Display (VAD17,18) algorithm, using as input
the Halo DWL air velocity data measured along multiple conical lines of sight. During the VORTEX-SE 2017
field campaign, the Halo DWL was configured to perform the VAD scan by sampling eight fixed azimuth angles
at 60o elevation at Low-temporal Resolution (LR) of 3 min.13 During VORTEX-SE 2017 IOPs, High-temporal
Resolution (HR) (∆t ≈ 0.7 s) VV measurements taken by the DWL pointing vertically are sometimes also
available.

Using the VV profiles, the ABLH is estimated by applying a threshold to the VV standard deviation
(VVSTD), σth = 0.15 m s−1, thereby defining the ABLH as the first height where the VVSTD decreases below
this threshold.8 In the case of HR VV data, the computation of the VVSTD must be done using the noise
removing techniques described in Ref. 19. We also use a higher VVSTD threshold (σth = 0.2 m s−120) for the
HR data because the VAD technique provided smoothed values of VV. In order to quantify the uncertainty
of this estimation, we perturb the VVSTD threshold, σth ± 0.05 m s−1, yielding two new ABLH estimates in
response, denoted zσth∓0.05

, which correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the estimated ABLH. Because
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Figura 1. Radar-EKF retrieval examples from 22 March 2017 showing the growth of the CBL. (a) 1653 UTC
(1153 LT). (b) 2053 UTC (1553 LT). CBL-to-FT parameterization (erf-like function; black line) fitted to the
“clean” reflectivity profile (green line), overlaid with estimated ABLH (magenta dot). R1 and R2 delimit the
height ranges considered in the EKF erf model fitting. R′1 and R′2 denote the approximate start and end ranges
of the erf transition, which approximate the span of the EZ.

this method measures the turbulence intensity though the VV, it has the advantage of being less sensitive to
residual layers which may lead to incorrect ABLH estimates.9

In Fig 2, we compare the ABLH estimates based on HR and LR VV data during the convective regime of
16 April 2017. During most of the convective period (1500 to 2000 UTC), the HR and LR estimates agree to
within their respective uncertainties (Fig. 2a). From 2000 UTC onwards, however, the performance of the ABLH
estimates from LR data deteriorate. We speculate that, after local noon (i.e., 1700 UTC), turbulence peaks and
starts to decrease. As a result, the estimate of the VVSTD made from LR data becomes less accurate, which
leads to incorrect DWL-based ABLH estimate. Another factor that likely contributes to the superiority of the
ALBH estimates from the HR DWL data is the smaller uncertainty associated with the HR data. This is best
evidenced in Fig. 2b, where the difference between the estimated ABLH for a given threshold (σth = 0.2 m s−1,
HR; σth = 0.15 m s−1, LR) and the estimated ABLH resulting from perturbing these thresholds by ±0.5 m
s−1is plotted. Finally, in Fig. 2c, we compare the shape of the vertical profiles of the VVSTD (σw) with the
semi-theoretical model proposed by Ref. 21. It is evident that the HR VVSTD profile is in closer agreement with
the model than the LR VVSTD profile. This result justifies selection of a lower threshold (σth) for the LR data
in order to obtain similar quality ABLH estimates using both temporal resolutions.

We can conclude that HR DWL data provides more reliable ABLH estimates due to its lower sensitivity to
the selected VVSTD threshold as well as the closer agreement with the model. In the cases in which LR data
are available and HR data are not, reducing the threshold σth can yield similar quality ABLH estimates to HR
data over most of the CBL. In this project, however, our access to DWL HR data was restricted to a very few
particular days. For this reason, hereafter, the DWL data used will have low temporal resolution.

2.1.3 AERI

In the case of the AERI, the spectral downwelling infrared radiance is used as input for the AERI Optimal Esti-
mation algorithm (AERIoe), which is an iterative Gauss–Newton algorithm that retrieves profiles of temperature
and humidity in both clear-sky and cloudy cases.10 Additionally, the AERIoe algorithm provides liquid water
cloud properties and a covariance matrix for each of the obtained profiles. The AERIoe products are retrieved
on a vertical grid that decreases exponentially with height, from 10 m adjacent to the surface to 300 m at 3 km
AGL.13

2.1.4 VPT ABLH retrieval

The thermodynamic profiles derived from AERIoe and RS were used to independently retrieve profiles of virtual
potential temperature (VPT), denoted θv in meteorological literature. Some of the RS profiles do not provide
accurate thermodynamic information at ground level, and hence, they do not allow the application of the parcel
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figura 2. Comparison between DWL ABLH estimates using high (HR) and low temporal resolution (LR)
VV data from 16 April 2017. (a) (Colorplot) VVSTD computed from the HR data, overlaid with ABLH
estimates derived from HR and LR data (white diamonds and magenta circles, respectively). ABLH estimates
and associated uncertainties are computed using the threshold method explained in Sect. 2.1.2 (σth = 0.2 m s−1,
HR; σth = 0.15 m s−1, LR). (b) ABLH threshold sensitivity computed as the difference between the ABLH
estimate given σth, and corresponding lower and upper bounds computed by perturbing σth ± 0.05 m/s. White
diamonds (magenta circles) correspond to HR (LR) data; the corresponding upper (lower) bounds are drawn as
colored red (blue) lines. (c) Average VVSTD for the period 1500–2000 UTC as function of height, computed
from HR and LR data (white diamonds and magenta circles, respectively). The black-dashed line stands for the
Lenschow reference model (Ref. 21).
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method (PM). For this reason, we opted for the gradient method (GM), which defines the ABLH as the height
corresponding to the maximum gradient of the VPT.1 The RS provide data with height resolution of 2-8 m.
Considered in this study are 55 launches spanning the whole 2017 field campaign, distributed over 10 different
days. In contrast to RS VPT profiles, AERIoe vertical profiles have coarser, height-dependent vertical resolution.
To obtain the optimal ABLH retrievals from the AERIoe VPT profiles, which have different shapes as those
from the RS, the PM and GM are adapted (discussed below) and applied during the CBL and the SBL periods,
respectively.

The PM defines the ABLH as the altitude where VPT has the same value as the surface VPT.22 Direct
application of the PM to individual AERIoe VPT-derived profiles may often lead to incorrect ABLH estimates,
because of the coarser height resolution of the VPT profiles with increasing height. This effect is more pronounced
above 1 km AGL. To alleviate this issue, the PM method is applied over 100 different VPT profiles obtained by
perturbing randomly the current VPT profile within the uncertainty range provided by the a posteriori error
covariance matrix given by the AERIoe at the same time.10 The 100 ABLH estimates computed are averaged,
thus retrieving the ABLH with an uncertainty of ±1σ, where σ is the standard deviation of the averaged-sample
distribution. Fig. 3b-c show some examples of AERI retrieved VPT profiles and the estimated ABLH.

In SBL periods, we follow the method proposed by Ref. 1, Eq. 12.1.3d, although the ABLH is computed in a
different way. In this method, the profile of the VPT is modelled by a polynomial that passes through the surface
value and reaches zero gradient at the top of the SBL model, similar to the VPT profiles shown in Fig. 3a. We
estimate the ABLH (i.e., the SBL top) as the first cornerpoint where the VPT gradient changes from positive
to negative (notice that in Fig. 3a, 0900 UTC profile, the ABLH is retrieved at 550 m and not 250 m, the latter
one corresponding to a positive-to-positive-gradient cornerpoint). In some VPT profiles, this positive to negative
gradient transition does not occur, then we estimate the ABLH at the height with minimum gradient.

(a) (b) (c)

Figura 3. Virtual potential temperature profiles retrieved from the AERIoe and corresponding ABLH estima-
tes at different phases of the diurnal ABL cycle on 7 April 2017): (a) Stable Boundary Layer (SBL) period,
(b) Transition Time–Morning (TTM) period, and (c) Convective Boundary Layer (CBL) period. Green dots
represent the ABLH estimated using local gradient extrema.

2.2 Hourly-averaged ABLH estimation and uncertainty

ABLH estimates are first computed at the respective temporal resolutions of the different instrument-method
combinations considered (Sect. 2.1). In order to inter-compare all the results in a meaningful statistical sense,
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each set of estimates is standardized to hourly averages ABLH computed via Maximum-Likelihood average,23

ABLHI(th) =

∑
i(zi/σ

2
i )∑

i(1/σ
2
i )
, (1)

where I stands for “intrument”(I = AERI, DWL, S-band radar), th is the hourly time (in UTC), zi is the
instantaneous ABLH estimated at time ti, subindex i stands for ti ∈ [th − 30min, . . . , th + 30min], and σi is
the ABLH associated uncertainty of the ABLH estimation at the time ti. The Maximum-Likelihood estimate
provides a trustworthy estimation of the ABLH because samples with high uncertainties are given a low weight
in the weighted mean, therefore reducing weights of outliers.

For each hourly estimate, ABLHi (I = AERI, DWL, UMass S-band radar) the associated uncertainty, σI , is
computed as:

σI =
√
σ2
I1 + σ2

I2, (2)

where σI1 is the atmospheric variability of the estimated ABLH as measured by instrument I,

σI1 = std(zi), (3)

and σI2 is the uncertainty associated with the ABLH estimation,

σI2 =

√
1∑
i 1/σ2

i

. (4)

In Sect. 3, the ABLH inter-comparison is organised by pairs of instruments (e.g., AERI-DWL) taking account
the incurred bias and the associated uncertainty. The bias between two instruments, I1 and I2, is defined

biasth(I1, I2) = ABLHI1 −ABLHI2 , (5)

and the associated uncertainty,

σbiasth (I1, I2) =
√
σ2
I1

+ σ2
I2
. (6)

3. DISCUSSION RESULTS

3.1 Case example I: clear air

ABLH estimates from radar-EKF, DWL and AERI over the diurnal cycle of 16 April 2017 (Local time, LT =
UTC - 5 h), are shown in Fig. 4 (sunrise, 1109 UTC; sunset, 0017 UTC 17 April). From 0700 to 1400 UTC, no
thermal convection is apparent. The DWL ABLH estimates remain close to ground level, and the radar-EKF
method yields ABLH estimates either lacking temporal continuity or partially locked to the RL. In this transition
time – morning (TTM) regime, AERI-GM is giving more realistic results as it is the only ABLH method that
takes the distinctive structure of the SBL into account.

At 1400 UTC, convection began (Fig. 4a). From this time forward, the ABLH estimates from EKF-radar and
the DWL-VVSTD generally increased in concert until about 2300 UTC. However, disagreement grew between
1600 UTC and 1900 UTC, when clouds were present in the EZ (Fig. 4a). The maximum in radar reflectivity factor
is expected at in the bottom of the EZ when clouds are present, while the maximum negative vertical gradient
in radar reflectivity factor would be expected at the middle of the EZ in such conditions. On the other hand,
the DWL-VVSTD estimated ABLH is based on the upper limit of turbulence, which is expected to coincide
with the bottom of the EZ. Therefore, the EKF-radar-based ABLH estimate would be expected to be biased
toward higher altitudes than the DWL-VVSTD-based ABLH estimate. From 2100 to 2300 UTC, differences
in the ABLH estimates between these two methods can likely be explained as a result of using DWL-VVSTD
estimates based on low-temporal resolution DWL data.

The AERI-PM consistently underestimates the ABLH by a factor of one-half or more (Fig. 4a). This
unexpected result is still under study with the NOAA and Purdue partners of the VORTEX-Southeast project.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figura 4. (a) ABLH estimated over the diurnal cycle of a clear day (0700 UTC 16 April 2017 to 0600 UTC 17
April 2017; LT = UTC-5h) from radar-EKF (magenta triangles), DWL-VVSTD (green dots), AERI PM (white
diamonds) in the CBL regime between sunrise and sunset, and AERI GM in the SBL regime between sunset and
runrise (red triangles). Also plotted are UMass S-band radar reflectivity factor (color fill), and times of local
sunrise (yellow dashed line) and sunset (yellow solid line). (b) As in (a), but plotted as 1-h averages. Markers
indicate the estimated value (Eq. 1); error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainty (Eq. 2). (c) 1-h ABLH bias as
function of time for DWL minus AERI (blue), EKF minus AERI (yellow), and EKF minus DWL (red). Markers
indicate the estimated value (Eq. 5); error bars indicate the 1σ uncertainty (Eq. 6).

The AERIoe profiles generally do not conform to the Ref. 1 CBL conceptual model on which this study is based.
From the point of view of Information Theory, the largest amount of information used in the AERIoe retrieval is
concentrated in the lower hundreds of meters of the atmosphere, and decreases exponentially with height. The
reduced resolution of the AERioe temperature and moisture profiles above 1000 m may partly explain this poor
ABLH retrieval. Owing to this substantial disagreement, we disregard this estimate hereafter.

3.2 Case example II: cloudy air

The case study presented in Fig. 5 (28 April 2017, 1330 – 2330 UTC; sunset, 1055 UTC; sunrise, 0027 UTC
April 29) shows the ABLH estimations from the radar-EKF, the DWL-VVSTD, and AERI-GM compared to
the RS reference during an episode in which ABLH was capped with clouds. Because entrainment occurs at the
periphery of turbulent flow, the cloud base (particularly, in fair-weather cumulus) can be considered a proxy for
the bottom of the EZ.

On one hand, the ABLHs estimated by the five RS available for this day are fairly coincident with the radar-
EKF ABLHs (Fig. 5a). As described in Sect. 2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 1, the EKF provides time-tracking
estimates of the approximate EZ center height (CBL-to-FT infection point in Fig. 1) during the central daylight
hours and maximum development of the CBL (1700–2100 UTC, 1200–1700 LT). In contrast, DWL ABLH are
better estimates of the bottom of the EZ in these hours.

On the other hand, AERI ABLH estimates fall well below the other methods. We hypothesize that the cloud
cover reduces the incoming infrared solar radiative flux, which affects the AERI radiance measurements and,
consequently, the AERIoe-retrieved thermodynamic profiles.
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Fig. 5c shows relatively small biases (below ±200 m) between the radar-EKF and RS estimates during
the convective time interval (1530–2300 UTC), whereas the DWL estimates are biased approximately −400 m
compared to RS. AERI ABLHs are largely underestimated for the reasons discussed earlire. From 1600–2000
UTC (Fig. 5c) the EKF-DWL bias and respective uncertainty is reduced, resulting in better agreement between
both methods during the CBL period. Additionally, radar-EKF and DWL exhibit relatively small differences in
relation to RS during this period (Fig. 5c).

(a)

(b) (c)

Figura 5. As in Fig. 4, but for an example of a cloudy afternoon (28 April 2017, 1330–2330 UTC). ABLH
estimates from RS using the parcel method are plotted as black squares.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A synergistic multi-instrument remote-sensing approach was used to derive different estimates of the ABLH,
combining S-band radar, DWL, and AERI observed ABL profiles. We applied an EKF to time series of vertical
profiles of the radar reflectivity, a standard-deviation threshold method to DWL vertical (air) velocity profiles,
and both the parcel method and the gradient method to virtual potential temperature profiles from AERI and
radiosondes. The retrievals were compared over two different case days from VORTEX-SE 2017: a clear-sky day
and a cloudy day.

In the SBL regime, the AERI-GM seems the most reliable method for estimating the ABLH, with uncertainty
and bias performance superior to that of the DWL and the radar-EKF. In the CBL regime, the radar-EKF
exhibited the best performance at tracking the EZ center height, while DWL-based ABLH estimates (near the
bottom of the EZ) tracked closely and slightly below those from the radar-EKF. The AERIoe-based ABLH
estimates were consistently too low, and were probably impacted by the change in infrared radiation in the
presence of cloud cover.

Finally, synergistic remote sensing offers the advantages of balancing the drawbacks and strengths of the
different instrument-method combinations (see Tab 2), formulating ALBH estimation schemes for different ABL
regimes, and enabling the retrieval of more comprehensive, unambiguous ABLH estimates.
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Taula 2. Summary of strengths and weaknesses for each remote-sensing instrument and its associated ABLH
retrieval methods.

.

Instrument Method Strengths Weaknesses

UMass S-band
radar

EKF
• High temporal and spatial

resolution.

• Direct measurement of the
structure parameter for the
refractive index, C2

n.

• Reliable ABLH estimation in
CBL regime.

• The erf-like model considers the
EZ middle as the ABLH.

• Low signal at night and in
morning transition time.

• Detection of the RL in the
afternoon transition time.

• Very large files (1h-400 MB).

DWL (Halo
Stream Line XR)

Threshold
method HR • Direct measurement of

turbulence.

• Low VVSTD threshold
sensitivity.

• Reliable ABLH estimation in
CBL regime.

• Does not work in SBL.

• Very large files (24h-400 MB).

• Height range limited by the
aerosol concentration.

Threshold
method LR • Measurement of turbulence.

• Reliable ABLH estimation in
CBL regime.

• High VVSTD threshold
sensitivity.

• Larger uncertainties than for
HR data.

• Does not work in SBL.

• Height range limited by the
aerosol concentration.

AERI (v4
MP-3000A)

Parcel Method
• Based on thermodynamic

properties of the ABL.1

• Reliable ABLH estimation in
TTM, but only when ABLH is
lower than 1000m.

• Low temporal and spatial
resolution.

• Degraded information content
and resolution at altitudes above
1000 m.

• Consistently underestimated
ABLH in CBL in this study.

• Unable to track the SBL height.

Gradient Method
(SBL) • Measurement of thermodynamic

properties of the ABL.

• Able to track the SBL height.

• Relatively low temporal and
spatial resolution.

• Degraded information content
and resolution at altitudes above
1000 m.
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